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World Castle Publishing, LLC, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Cloistered in the womb of Space,
the consummate hyper-virtual reality, humanity sinks into entropy as the slow decay of life, and the
environment await them at the end of time. There are rumors of things in Space, of people
disappeared, a seductive destroyer that people at the end of their sanity go to meet in the badlands
between the Slabs of virtual reality. People converge in Space and Flesh and their lives intersect.
The intersecting lives are very far away in outlook and distance, but various circumstances
occurring in Space slowly shift their intersections tighter and tighter. There is Ruby who comes back
to her hometown of Cleveland after an aimless life to work as a Courier transporting samples of
information. There is Lin, imprisoned in the secure compound in Wyoming, who spends his time
acquiring people, and illegal cyber-weaponry. He also steals memories from a man named DeLote.
Other people and names begin to emerge with their own agenda: J Qwan and Hylinski, Sweetman,
Marika and Berke. They all make decisions that impact their...
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This book might be worth a study, and superior to other. It can be writter in easy words and phrases and never confusing. I am just happy to inform you
that here is the greatest ebook i have got read within my personal daily life and may be he best pdf for actually.
-- Mr s. Avis Little DDS-- Mr s. Avis Little DDS

Thorough manual for publication fanatics. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading through period of time. Its been written in an remarkably simple
way and is particularly only after i finished reading through this book in which actually transformed me, change the way i think.
-- Mor r is Schultz-- Mor r is Schultz
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